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New Guy in RMR, Basic Diagnostic Question For 944
Posted by Bishop415 - 23 Oct 2013 08:58

_____________________________________

Hey guys,

I've been lurking on this and other 944 related sites for a few years now, anxiously awaiting an
opportunity to get involved in 944 Spec. I spotted my chance and jumped a couple of weeks ago when a
guy in the Denver suburbs posted a Craigslist ad for a running and driving 1987 944 for $600.00. The
car is in pretty rough shape cosmetically; the interior looks like a hobo has been living in it, and outside
it's got six or seven coats of flaking rattle-can black over the factory maroon paint and a dented rear
fender. The engine compartment is very clean and appears to be factory complete.

The p.o. said that his wife had been using the car as a daily driver and that it had been doing fine until it
started blowing smoke on her way home from work. They parked it on the street and claim to have let it
sit for several weeks before I came along to claim it. She told me that she saw smoke coming from the
area between the rear of the engine and the passenger compartment. Also, they claim it has a recent
timing chain and water pump.

The car fires right up on one turn, but I have only run it as much as was necessary to get it on a dolly
and then into my garage for fear of doing unnecessary damage to the engine. I only saw it smoke from
the tailpipe after it had been running for about three minutes, and I haven't seen any smoke from under
the hood.

I'm excited to start tearing this thing apart, but I would really like to take it out for a drive before rendering
it inoperable for several months so that I have some idea what I'm dealing with before I begin. What
would you guys suggest I check first to remedy this engine trouble? My first inclination is that it's got a
blown head gasket, but this is my first time dealing with a Porsche, so I'm looking for clues from the
experts.

Thanks a lot for any help,
John Dillon
RMR 944 Spec Hopeful
============================================================================

Re: New Guy in RMR, Basic Diagnostic Question For 944
Posted by dmdirks - 24 Oct 2013 05:55

_____________________________________
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Bishop415 wrote:
The smoke is coming from the exhaust manifold, around the area of the exhaust port for the #4 cylinder.
It's taking a few minutes to appear because it's caused by fluid (not sure which kind yet) burning off of
the surface of the manifold after it heats up.

Check the back of the cam tower. There is a small cover attached with three M6 bolts (the rear engine
lift hook is attached to this cover also) that tends to cause a similar leak to what you are describing.
============================================================================

Re: New Guy in RMR, Basic Diagnostic Question For 944
Posted by Bottoz - 24 Oct 2013 13:26

_____________________________________

Hi John

We have our last event of the year this weekend at High Plains Raceway... if you have time on Saturday
you could swing by and meet the group.

Also, check out nasarockymountain.com - that's our local NASA forum.

David Dirks is a fantastic local 944 Engine guru. He built my motor in 2009 and I've had zero issues with
it.

Please send me an e-mail and we can talk... glad to have you as a Rocky Mountain 944 Spec soon to be
racer!

bottoz at yahoo dot com
============================================================================

Re: New Guy in RMR, Basic Diagnostic Question For 944
Posted by Bishop415 - 25 Oct 2013 18:41

_____________________________________

Thanks for all the help, guys.
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Dave, I do think that's where the leak is coming from, but I'm over the idea of trying to get it to stop
smoking for five minutes so I can take it for a lap around the block. Time's a wastin', and this thing isn't
going to turn itself into a race car while I stand around looking at it. I'll be in touch shortly once I get the
engine out. I'm hoping to put this car on the track in the spring.

Tomorrow might be a little tough for me to get out to High Plains. I've got two little kids and this weekend
is wall-to-wall with Halloween parties. I might see if I can sprint out there during naptime if I won't have
missed everything by then. I'll check the NASA site for the schedule.
============================================================================

Tiffany & Co Atlas Cube Lock Pendant - $62.00 : ch
Posted by ipartlinrust - 05 Oct 2014 20:27

_____________________________________

sterling silver tiffany
tiffany outlet store
arth who we are by making use of our clothes since the tools towards shape the individual
identities.Whether you actually wear skirts or pants makes a difference, because it tells people slightly
about most people without you required to say the word.Scarves, bags, shoes or boots, jewelry in
addition to makeup all serve to perform that image we wish people to think.And while you just are
already of a bigger size than the majority of people you discover and need to buy in addition size
clothing, these tools be a constraint rather than a way to mention yourself unreservedly.
Before people today like Queen Latifah in addition to Jennifer Hudson caused it to be look good in The
movies, weight was a critical issue, specifically for women plus teenagers.In the event you weren't thin,
chances ended up being you wouldn't manage to find clothing that fit in, or attire that looked good as well
as were comfortable concurrently.Oversized gals often resort to putting on clothes made for men, simply
because existing sizes are bigger along with the clothes are usually bulky enough to make them look
thinner than they really are.But this clothes are certainly not attractive, and for some women this plays a
crucial part in lowering ones own self-esteem.The particular existence with plus size clothes assists
combat typically the self-esteem situation, going of showing women that they'll wear clothes that meet
comfortably whilst still being look appealing.
With increased famous gals speaking publicly about their own weight factors, clothing manufacturers
began to start completely new lines directed at the in addition to size citizenry.Some companies quickly
became famous for large sizes, such seeing that Lane Bryant plus the newer Torrid.Modeling agencies
began to hire products for most of these lines, setting a sample for ladies everywhere it is acceptable for
being overweight.From ordinary pants to bathing suits, every sort of clothing is already covered, and
obese women will no longer have to look at men's department from the stores to find new shirts or
dresses.
As a result of facts expressed above plus much more, plus size clothes have become a fixture in every
big garments store.You can also find individuals sizes between the designer clothes find out where to
look.No longer do women have got to worry not to mention stress related to losing a lot of weight in
advance of their college graduation, wedding or otherwise not to allow them to fit into their dress; the
dress is now tailored to slip them, as it should be.tiffany sale
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tiffany jewellery

tiffany and co online shop

Tiffany & Co Atlas Cube Lock Pendant - $62.00 : cheap tiffany Jewelry, tiffanypruitt.com
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- New Arrivals

- Tiffany&co Bangles

- Tiffany&co Bracelets

- Tiffany&co Earrings

- Contact Us
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Currencies

US Dollar
Euro
GB Pound
Canadian Dollar
Australian Dollar
Jappen Yen
Norske Krone
Swedish Krone
Danish Krone

Categories

New Arrivals
Tiffany&amp;co Bangles
Tiffany&amp;co Bracelets
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Tiffany&amp;co Earrings
Tiffany&amp;co Necklaces
Tiffany&amp;co Pendants
Tiffany&amp;co Rings

Featured - &nbsp;&nbsp;[more]
Tiffany & Co Hook and Eye Ring$265.00 &nbsp;$62.00
Save:&nbsp;77% offTiffany & Co Notes I Love You Charm and Chain$250.00 &nbsp;$65.00
Save:&nbsp;74% offTiffany & Co Snake Winding Ring$250.00 &nbsp;$65.00
Save:&nbsp;74% offTiffany & Co 1837 Interlocking Circles Pendant$315.00 &nbsp;$65.00
Save:&nbsp;79% off

Home&nbsp;::&nbsp;
Tiffany&amp;co Pendants&nbsp;::&nbsp;
Tiffany & Co Atlas Cube Lock Pendant
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Tiffany & Co Atlas Cube Lock Pendant

$315.00 &nbsp;$62.00
Save:&nbsp;80% off

Add to Cart:
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Product Description

Brand story:
'Tiffany Breakfast' is a famous Hollywood actress Audrey HePburm starred in 1960 named by
tiffany.There are mang different kinds of jewellery on Tiffany, for example,tiffany accessory, bracelet
,chain, charm and so on.

Fall in love with the classic Tiffany &amp; Co Atlas Cube Lock Pendant. Its Atlas lock design and cube
shape are so easy to coordinate with a mix of different looks. Pair this stelring silver pendant from Tiffany
jewelry outlet with a new necklace for a flattering look.

DETAILS:
Cube lock design
Sterling silver
Medium size
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Related Products

Tiffany & Co Horseshoe Pendant

Tiffany & Co Notes Round Pendant

Tiffany & Co Atlas Cube Lock Pendant

Tiffany & Co 1837 Round lock Pendant
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- Home

- &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Shipping

- &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Wholesale

- &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Order Tracking

- &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Coupons

- &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Payment Methods

- &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;Contact Us
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TIFFANY JEWELRY &nbsp;&nbsp;
TIFFANY IMITATE &nbsp;&nbsp;
TIFFANY DISCOUNT RING &nbsp;&nbsp;
TIFFANY CHEAP STOER &nbsp;&nbsp;
TIFFANY HIGH IMITATE&nbsp;&nbsp;
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sterling silver tiffany

tiffany outlet store

arth who we are by making use of our clothes since the tools towards shape the individual
identities.Whether you actually wear skirts or pants makes a difference, because it tells people slightly
about most people without you required to say the word.Scarves, bags, shoes or boots, jewelry in
addition to makeup all serve to perform that image we wish people to think.And while you just are
already of a bigger size than the majority of people you discover and need to buy in addition size
clothing, these tools be a constraint rather than a way to mention yourself unreservedly.

Before people today like Queen Latifah in addition to Jennifer Hudson caused it to be look good in The
movies, weight was a critical issue, specifically for women plus teenagers.In the event you weren't thin,
chances ended up being you wouldn't manage to find clothing that fit in, or attire that looked good as well
as were comfortable concurrently.Oversized gals often resort to putting on clothes made for men, simply
because existing sizes are bigger along with the clothes are usually bulky enough to make them look
thinner than they really are.But this clothes are certainly not attractive, and for some women this plays a
crucial part in lowering ones own self-esteem.The particular existence with plus size clothes assists
combat typically the self-esteem situation, going of showing women that they'll wear clothes that meet
comfortably whilst still being look appealing.

With increased famous gals speaking publicly about their own weight factors, clothing manufacturers
began to start completely new lines directed at the in addition to size citizenry.Some companies quickly
became famous for large sizes, such seeing that Lane Bryant plus the newer Torrid.Modeling agencies
began to hire products for most of these lines, setting a sample for ladies everywhere it is acceptable for
being overweight.From ordinary pants to bathing suits, every sort of clothing is already covered, and
obese women will no longer have to look at men's department from the stores to find new shirts or
dresses.

As a result of facts expressed above plus much more, plus size clothes have become a fixture in every
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big garments store.You can also find individuals sizes between the designer clothes find out where to
look.No longer do women have got to worry not to mention stress related to losing a lot of weight in
advance of their college graduation, wedding or otherwise not to allow them to fit into their dress; the
dress is now tailored to slip them, as it should be.

sale blog

sale

About tiffanypruitt.com blog
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